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ABSTRACT

We are investigating passive radar imaging of aircraft us-
ing reflected TV signals. UHF-band ISAR imaging requires
wide-angle data to produce good cross-range resolution. We
show that direct Fourier reconstruction (DFR) causes degra-
dation of the reconstructed image due to aspect-dependent
scattering. We find that a Smoothed Pseudo Wigner-Ville
distribution (SPWVD) applied in the cross-range direction
in place of the Fourier transform can generate a sequence
of images, which shows the target reflectivity as a function
of aspect angle. Compared to DFR results, these images
have higher cross-range resolution. A final image can be
synthesized from these images and used for target recogni-
tion. XPATCH is used to simulate monostatic data from an
aircraft. The proposed SPWVD-based imaging method pro-
duces a useful image of the aircraft from this data.

1. INTRODUCTION

We are investigating passive radar imaging of aircraft using
reflected TV signals. In related work, Lockheed Martin has
developed the

���������
	������
	�������
system which can detect

and track targets using reflected radio or TV signals [1]. We
are interested in forming images of aircraft from passive data,
for the purpose of classification. Conventional X-band ISAR
imaging systems operate around 10 GHz and use a small syn-
thetic aperture (e.g. 3 degrees) to collect data. We consider
a passive radar system that operates around 600 MHz, which
is a far lower frequency than X-band. Therefore, a much
wider aperture is needed to provide similar cross-range res-
olution. In a wide aperture scenario, the target’s scattering
is aspect-dependent (microwave specular reflection and cor-
ner/edge diffraction are all aspect-dependent [2, 3]), which
will cause problems in direct Fourier reconstruction (DFR).
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We show that, for two point targets, the reconstructed im-
age using DFR will be blurred if the scattering changes with
aspect. A possible solution is the sub-aperture approach: di-
vide the wide aperture into several smaller sub-apertures and
form a sub-image using each sub-aperture. A final image can
be synthesized from these sub-images. Obviously, the image
resolution will suffer.

Time-Frequency (T-F) transforms have been used in mov-
ing target ISAR imaging [4]. Here, we apply a T-F transform
in the cross-range direction to replace the Fourier transform,
since the scattering changes with aspect angle. In fact, the
sub-aperture approach is similar to processing the wide-angle
data using the Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT) in the
cross-range direction and the Fourier transform in the range
direction. We find that, if the Smoothed Pseudo Wigner-Ville
distribution (SPWVD) is used in the cross-range direction to
replace the Fourier transform, a sequence of images can be
obtained that show the reflectivity as a function of aspect an-
gle and have higher cross-range resolution than sub-aperture
or STFT approaches. These images can be combined to syn-
thesize one final image, which is closer to the optical appear-
ance of the aircraft and easily recognizable. XPATCH is used
to generate monostatic data which is used to test our algo-
rithm. It is demonstrated that the SPWVD-based image for-
mation method is superior to sub-aperture and STFT-based
approaches.

2. DFR WITH ASPECT-DEPENDENT SCATTERING

We first consider DFR for the reconstruction of an image
from Fourier data collected on polar grid [5, 6]. The Fourier
data require interpolation to a rectangular grid followed by a
2D FFT to produce the image.

Consider two point targets at ������� � ��� and ���
��� � � � , with
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The Fourier transform is1 ��23��4(�5# �76�8:9<;�=�>@?BA0CD>�E % �76F8:9G;�=�HI?BA0C:HIE / (2)

If the two points’ scattering data varies with aspect, then the
collected data is this Fourier transform, weighted in the 2
direction according to aspect dependence. Here, we assume
that 2 is the Fourier coordinate corresponding to cross-range.
Furthermore, assume that the aspect-dependent weighting has
the form JK��2L�5# � 6"9<;M6
N0E�O

, where 2P#RQTS , Q is a constant, S
is the aspect angle and U(VMQ is the aspect angle having max-
imum reflection. The weighting function is bell-shaped and
is chosen for mathematical tractability. The collected data
becomesW1 ��23��4(��# � 6F8:9G;�= > ?BA0C > E � 6&9G;76LN > E�O % � 6�8:9G;�= H ?BA0C H E � 6"9G;76LN H E�O /

(3)
If the bandwidth available is wide and Fourier inversion is
used, we getW! ���&� � �YX ! � ���&� � �"Z =\[ � 6�=�O � 8@N > =^] % ! � ���"� � �"Z =\[ � 6�=�O � 8@N H =^]# '(� � ) � ��� �76"9G=M6�= > E�O�� 8@N > 9<=�6L= > E %'(� � ) � � � �76"9G=M6�= H E�O�� 8@N H 9<=�6L= H E / (4)

In the � direction, the ' functions are spread out and the com-
plex multiplier may cause cancelation of the two signals. To
see this, suppose �_#`��� . Then, if the two points are very
close,

� 6&9G= > 6�= H E�O Xba , thusW! ��� � � � ��Xc'(� � ) � � � [ ad% � 8@N HD9<=�>:6�=^H�E ] / (5)

Now, if
� 8@N H 9G= > 6�= H E #b)\a (which is possible),

W! �����7� � ��X_e .
More generally,W! ���"� � �$X '(� � ) � ��� � 6&9G=M6�=�>IE�O � 8@N0> 9G=M6�=�>�E[ ad% � 8:f 9<N H06LN0>gE�=�?"N0>�=�>06
N H�=^Hih ] / (6)

The function

W! ���&� � � � might become very noisy, since the
term [ aj% � 8:f 9kN HD6
N0>�E�=�?"N:>�=�>06LN�H�=^Hih ]

might vary from e to l
rapidly. Hence, it may be impossible to even detect the two
point-targets, and the resulting image quality may be severely
degraded. This analysis can be extended to more point targets
for an aircraft scattering-center model, suggesting that DFR
applied to wide-angle data may degrade image quality.

3. SUB-APERTURE APPROACH

A wide-angle aperture can be divided into several smaller
sub-apertures with the reflectivity assumed constant across

each sub-aperture. DFR applied to individual sub-apertures
yields a set of images. Since the microwave scattering is
highly aspect-dependent, only a subset of scatterers of the
target actually ‘appear’ in each observing sub-aperture. This
is different from optical imaging of aircraft [7]. Reconstructed
images from several sub-apertures can be combined together
to yield one final image which may show more scatterers of
the target and may be closer to the optical image.

A suggested algorithm for image synthesis from subaper-
tures is: First normalize each sub-aperture image so that the
maximum is 1 and minimum is 0; then rotate these sub-
aperture images so that the target has the same orientation
in each image; assign to each pixel in the synthesized im-
age the maximum of the corresponding pixel values in the
subaperture images.

Symmetry enhancement has been suggested by Steinberg
[7] to improve the quality of radar images of aircraft, since
aircrafts are symmetric. In our algorithm, the maximum mag-
nitude of the two symmetric pixels of the image is taken as
the value for both pixels. This will give a more recognizable
image for a human observer.

The disadvantage of the sub-aperture approach is that it
is difficult to choose a suitable sub-aperture width: to get
good azimuth resolution, the subaperture should be large, but
then the reflectivity may change significantly across the sub-
aperture and the image will be smeared; if the subaperture is
too small, the azimuth resolution will be poor and the image
quality will be degraded.

4. IMAGE FORMATION BASED ON STFT AND
WVD

As the reflectivity profile of the target changes with aspect
angle, the Fourier data collected over a large azimuth in-
terval will be time-varying (here time refers to the aspect
). We can apply a Time-Frequency (T-F) transform in the
azimuth direction to replace the Fourier transform to pro-
duce a sequence of instantaneous images [8]. T-F transforms
have been applied to moving target imaging using the range-
doppler approach[4].

The Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT) is a simple T-
F transform that can be used. In our problem, the STFT is
defined as��m 1 m ��2&�g����# al�n oqp6 psr ��tF��uv��tw).2
� � 8g=�xMy t (7)

where r ��2L� is the Fourier data in the cross-range direction
and uj��2L� is a short-time window function. The STFT has



poor cross-range resolution for a narrow window and is sim-
ilar to sub-aperture processing with the same window width.

The Wigner-Ville Distribution(WVD) has higher time and
frequency resolution than the STFT. We define the WVD in
our problem asz ��23������# al^n o p6 p r ��2{% t l � r^| ��2-) t l � � 8g=�x y t�/ (8)

The WVD of the sum of two signals is
z � r � ��2L�L% r�} ��2L�g��#z �g� ��23�����&% z }g} ��23���L�"%,lM~ �M� z � } ��2&�g���D��/ The cross-termz � } ��23����� can be suppressed by using the Smoothed Pseudo

Wigner-Ville distribution (SPWVD) , which is defined as��� zb�\� ��2&�g���$# al^n o p6 p o p6 p�� ��2-).2��k���&���w).���<�� zb�j� ��2L���g����� y 2L� y ���i/ (9)

where � � � � and �&� � � are the smoothing window functions (e.g.
Hamming windows). The SPWVD allows the smoothing
spread in 2 and � to be adjusted independently of each other.
Thus it can have better time-frequency resolution than the
STFT, which requires a tradeoff between the spread in 2 and� [9].

For the two point-target model, we assume aspect weight-

ing functions J\����2L��# � 6������7� >@� O� > and Jj�M��2
��# � 6������7� Hg� O� H ,
where �:� indicates the pulse width of each weighting function
in the Fourier data. Then the collected data becomesW1 ��2&�g4T��# � 6�8:9G;�=�>g?BA0CD>gE J�����2L�(% � 6F8:9G;�=�HI?BA0C:H�E Jj�M��2
�0/ (10)

Applying the WVD to the weighted data in the 2 direction,
we get the reconstructed imageW! ���&� � ��2
��#R�w� l^n&V��0� r �i�B� [ �*� � ) � ��� ] ���b)�lK��2+� �� r ���B� [ ���K).� � �:����)�l �^2+� � ] Z = � 6 }@¡ > =�O � � 6 O�¢ O� > 9G;76
N0>�E�O%��*� l^n&VM� � r ���B� [ �w� � ) � �0� ] ���£)¤l{��2.� �� r ���B� [ ���K).�L� �:����)�l �^2+� � ] Z = � 6 }@¡ HI=�O � � 6 O�¢ O� H 9G;76
N H E�O% �0^¥ r�r 	I���¦ r / (11)

where Z = indicates convolution in � , �B2§�©¨ª� V�l , � is the
bandwidth in the cross-range direction. The cross-terms can
be suppressed by the SPWVD, which convolves Eq. (11)
with the window functions in the 2 and � directions. Thus a
sequence of images is produced for different values of 2 :! �����"� � �g2L��# [ W! ���"� � �g2L�BZ ; � ��2
� ] Z = �&���L�0/ (12)

We can model a set of scatterers with aspect-dependent re-
flectivity as! ���"� � �gS7��#$«¬ �G
��® �i'(���*)+����� � ) � ��� � 6 ��¯��7¯�° � O± ° / (13)

where ² is the number of scatterers,
� � indicates the pulse

width of the scattering profile in S and SM� is the orientation
having maximum reflection. The sequence of images pro-
duced by the SPWVD (assuming cross-terms have been sup-
pressed) is:! �i���"� � ��2
��# [ �d«¬ �<
� ® �i�w³ l^n� � r ���B� [ �w� � ) � ��� ]����)¤lK��2.� � � r ���B� [ ���K)+� � � ���b)�lK��2+� � ]Z = � 6 }D¡ ° =�O � � 6 O�¢ O� ° 9G;76
N ° E O �BZ ; � ��2L� ] Z = �&���L� (14)

Here
! � is the reconstructed �´) �

reflectivity as a function
of aspect angle ( 2µ#`QTS��gU � #`QTS � , Q is a constant). Since
the SPWVD is real and positive, the aspect-dependence does
not produce a complex multiplication term in the result, thus
avoiding the cancelation of neighboring points. This also en-
sures that only the subset of scatterers visible at a certain
aspect are shown in the corresponding instantaneous image

(properly weighted by the weighting functions
� 6 Oi¢ O� ° 9<;M6
N ° E�O ).

Interference between adjacent scatterers is avoided.

The SPWVD suppresses cross-terms in WVD, but the
resolution is also reduced. Most of the images from the
SPWVD have higher resolution than those produced by the
STFT using the same data. (For some images with 2 closer
to �{V�l , resolution in � becomes poor and these images are
not used to synthesize the final image.) The final synthesized
image can show more clearly the shape and reflectivity of the
target. Hence it might be very useful for target recognition
purposes. The SPWVD-based image formation algorithm is
described by the flow chart in Figure 1. For a very-wide-
angle data, this algorithm can be used to process data in sev-
eral ¶Me�· -wide subapertures (with ¸�eT¹ overlap) and produce
several synthesized images, which can be combined into one
final image using the image synthesis algorithm.

5. SIMULATIONS USING XPATCH DATA

Testing of our image formation algorithm is simplified by
using synthetically generated aircraft signatures. Among the
prime tools for doing this, XPATCH loses accuracy below
about 1 GHz and the Fast Illinois Solver Code (FISC) is
very demanding in terms of both computation and memory.
Thus, to assist in our preliminary investigations, we have
used XPATCH to generate L-band data at frequencies 1 - 1.5
GHz . We expect that our study based on this data will help
in understanding wide-angle ISAR imaging at UHF frequen-
cies (400 MHz - 800 MHz).

We simulated monostatic radar echoes from an X29 air-
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Fig. 1. Flow chart of the SPWVD-based image formation
algorithm

craft. The data was simulated from eT· to a�ºMe�· ( e7· at nose,» e�· at broadside, and a�º7e�· at tail), e�· elevation. The fre-
quency step was 6 MHz and the azimuth step was 0.3 de-
grees. HH polarization was used. Figure 2 shows an optical
image of an X29 airplane. Figure 3 shows the log of mag-
nitude of the Fourier data. Figures 4 and 5 show the image
formed using all of the data via DFR and the result after sym-
metry enhancement, which shows only the fuselage (wings
are missing). Figures 6, 7 and 8 show the image produced
by combining several sub-aperture images from DFR, where
each sub-aperture is 60, 15 and 7.5 degrees wide, respec-
tively, with 50 % overlap. The shape of the plane is roughly
visible.

Figure 9 shows the result given by STFT processing, which
shows more scatterers on the body of the plane, but with even
lower resolution. A ¶�· wide hamming window was used in
the STFT processing. Figure 10 shows the result given by
the SPWVD, with better resolution than the previous im-
ages. Note that the front part of the aircraft is clearer and
the two inlets and the fuselage are shown more clearly in
Fig. 10 ( they are smeared all together in Figs. 7, 8 and 9
). Fig. 6 doesn’t show the wings and the front parts of the
plane as clearly. All scattering centers are spread out more
by the narrow sub-aperture and STFT methods, with the im-
agery degraded compared to the SPWVD. This suggests that
SPWVD-based image formation is superior to the DFR sub-
aperture method for aspect-dependent imaging using wide-
angle L-band data. We believe that this same observation
will hold in the UHF band.

6. CONCLUSION

We studied the wide-angle ISAR passive imaging problem.
The DFR method was shown to cause degradation in the re-
constructed image for two point targets when the scattering
varied with aspect. The sub-aperture approach is less than
ideal, since it cannot guarantee good cross-range resolution
and small degradation caused by aspect-dependent scatter-
ing simultaneously. We showed that, if the SPWVD is used
in the cross-range direction to replace the Fourier transform,
a sequence of images can be produced which show the reflec-
tivity as a function of aspect. These images have higher qual-
ity and better cross-range resolution than those produced by
the DFR and sub-aperture methods. They can be combined
together to yield one final image, which is closer to the opti-
cal image. Simulation results using XPATCH data was given
to validate our approach. We expect that the SPWVD-based
image formation method might be useful in the UHF-band
for ISAR imaging and target classification. The XPATCH
data set we used, however, is at a higher frequency and is
more complete than could be obtained in a realistic passive
scenario. Thus considerable further study is needed.
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Fig. 2. An optical image of an X29 aircraft.
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Fig. 3. Log of magnitude of the Fourier data simulated by
XPATCH.
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Fig. 4. Image produced by DFR using full-aperture data.
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Fig. 5. Image produced by DFR using full-aperture data after
symmetry enhancement.
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Fig. 6. Synthesized image by DFR from sub-aperture im-
ages, each sub-aperture width is 60 degrees.
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Fig. 7. Synthesized image by DFR from sub-aperture im-
ages, each sub-aperture width is 15 degrees.
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Fig. 8. Synthesized image by DFR from sub-aperture im-
ages, each sub-aperture width is 7 degrees.
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Fig. 9. Synthesized image by STFT from instantaneous im-
ages, ¶�· wide hamming window used.
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Fig. 10. Synthesized image by SPWVD from instantaneous
images.


